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Outline
• Class F, F-1, E, and E-1 power amplifiers
o Idealized operations and waveforms
o Circuit topologies: lumped-element and TL load networks
• Class EF power amplifiers
o Load network requirements
o Design trade-offs
o Example 1 (hybrid-GaN):  Third-Harmonic-Peaking Class EF
o Example 2 (IC-CMOS):  Class E3F2
• Class EF Doherty power amplifier
o Basic concepts
o Design and implementation
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Class F, F-1, E, E-1 Power Amplifiers
WMG-2
F & F-1: Idealized Waveforms
Class F Inverse Class F
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A. Grebennikov and N.O. Sokal, Switchmode RF Power Amplifiers. New York: Newnes, 2007
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    8	 	     0 for	even	#∞ for	odd	#
    	8 	     ∞ for	even	#0 for	odd	#
F & F-1: Load Impedances
• Rectangular voltage waveform:
composed of fundamental and
odd-harmonic components
• Half-sinusoidal current waveform:
composed of fundamental and
even-harmonic components
• Half-sinusoidal voltage waveform:
composed of fundamental and
even-harmonic components
• Rectangular current waveform:
composed of fundamental and
odd-harmonic components
Class F Inverse Class F
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F & F-1: TL Topologies
Class F Inverse Class F
• At f0, L0C0 is open circuit, the QWTL
transforms RL into R.
• At harmonic frequencies, L0C0 acts
like a capacitance which, along with
RL, is transformed by the QWTL into
low and high impedances at even and
odd harmonics, respectively.
  & . (
• At f0, L0C0 is short circuit, the QWTL
transforms RL into R.
• At harmonic frequencies, L0C0 acts like
an inductance which, along with RL, is
transformed by the QWTL into high and
low impedances at even and odd
harmonics, respectively.
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Class F: Series vs Shunt QWTL
Series QWTL Shunt QWTL
• Shunt QWTL topology discards the need for RFC.
• Series C0 doubles as a DC blocking capacitance.
• The QWTL provides a s/c termination at 2nf0.
• L0C0 and the QWTL provide an o/c termination at (2n+1)f0.
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F & F-1: Lumped Topologies
Class F Inverse Class F
A. Grebennikov and N.O. Sokal, Switchmode RF Power Amplifiers. New York: Newnes, 2007
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E & E-1: Circuit Topologies
		)  		*			R  8	 , 4	 		L  		 	 . 42	 	 , 4 	 *	
Class E Inverse Class E
		)  		 	 . 42	 	 , 4 	 *			R  	 , 48 	 		L  		*	
Unlike Class F and F-1, Class E and E-1 are analyzed in time domain.
|01|  1		2 034 5 	sin 5 , 899 	dθ|0&|  1		2 034 5 	cos 5 , 899 	dθ
|<1|  1		2 <34 5 	sin 5 , 89 	dθ|<|  1		2 <34 5 	cos 5 , 899 	dθ
ON:  0 ≤ θ < pi
OFF: pi ≤ θ < 2pi
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E& E-1: Idealized Waveforms
Class E Inverse Class E
• ZVS and ZVDS conditions  soft
switching at OFF-to-ON transition
• Has mechanism to absorb device
output capacitance
• Load impedance at f0 :  , =*>
• Peak switch voltage: 3.56VCC
• Peak switch current: 2.86I0
• ZCS and ZCDS conditions  soft
switching at ON-to-OFF transition
• Has a higher load resistance and
lower inductance values
• Load admittance at f0 : 1/ , =*)
• Peak switch voltage: 2.86VCC
• Peak switch current: 3.56I0
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Class EF Power Amplifiers
WMG-2
Class-EF PA
• High efficiency: ZVS and ZVDS (as in Class E)
• Peak switch voltage:  2VDC (as in Class F)
• λ/4 TL to suppress even-harmonic components
• Duty ratio < 50%
12
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Load Impedance Requirements
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Design Trade-Offs
• Increasing τD higher fmax but lower Pmax & lower R
• At τD = 48.5°, fmax_EF = fmax_E but Pmax_EF = 1.35 Pmax_E
• At τD = 75°, Pmax_EF = Pmax_E but fmax_EF = 2.9 fmax_E
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• Satisfies Class EF impedance requirements at f0, 3f0, and
all even harmonics.
• Simultaneously provides impedance matching to 50 Ω.
• At 3f0, TL2 presents s/c to TL1  TL1 inductive (L1)  L1-CX
are resonated, hence o/c. (1 equation)
Third-Harmonic-Peaking EF
• CX = kC is added
• Cout = C + CX
• fmax is increased by a factor
of (k+1):
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Third-Harmonic-Peaking EF
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At f0, RL = 50 Ω is transformed into Zopt. (2 equations)
where:
M. Thian, A. Barakat, and V. Fusco, “High-efficiency harmonic-peaking Class-EF power amplifiers with 
enhanced maximum operating frequency,” IEEE T-MTT, vol. 63, 2015.
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Modified Load Network
5th harmonic trap TL2B is added:  TL2 TL2A and TL2B
2oo
o
2
2B2A 0.64Ytan18tan30
tan30YYY ≈
+
==
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Modified Load Network
• The λ/4 TL is replaced with λ/8 shorted and o/c-ed stubs.
• The o/c-ed stub presents a s/c to the collector at (4n-2)f0.
• The shorted stub presents a s/c to the collector at 4nf0.
• To present an o/c at (2n-1)f0, the stubs resonated (Z3 = Z4).
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λ/8 stubs vs λ/4 TL
• Each stub has a smaller physical length  lower ESR
 improved s/c termination.
• IC realization: the stubs can be tuned independently at
2f0 and 4f0 to provide low impedance terminations.
Rejection band 
where|S21| < -10 
dB is twice that of 
the λ/4 TL.
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Design and Implementation
• Device: packaged GaN HEMT CGH40010F from CREE
• PCB: 0.5 mm RO4003C (εr = 3.55 and tan δ = 0.0027)
Specifications:  f0 = 2.5 GHz, Pout = 10 W, VDC = 28 V
20
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Design and Implementation
4.2 cm × 4.2 cm
21
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Measurement Results
At 2.2 GHz, peak drain efficiency is 91%, peak PAE is
80%, output power is 39.5 dBm, and gain 9.2 dB.
22
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Measurement Results
Within 460 MHz frequency range (1820 – 2280 MHz),
Pout = 38.8 ± 1.5 dBm and DE > 58%.
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Measurement Results
• DE > 81% and PAE > 62% for 20 V ≤ VDC ≤ 32 V.
• Linear relationship between VDC & Vout required in EER.
24
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CMOS PA: Pros and Cons
• Positives
– Integration with baseband circuitry
– Low cost at high volumes
• Negatives
– Low oxide breakdown voltage
– Low supply voltages available
– Lossy substrate allows eddy currents to propagate easily
– Thin metal layers limit the Q of passive components
– Low electron mobility
Use of TL is prohibitive at low GHz frequencies
25
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Lumped-Element Class E3F2
• Load network is comprised
of EF network and OMN.
• Two harmonics are targeted
to keep the network simple.
?@A  BC , =D at	G0 at	2G∞ at	3G
EF OMN
65 nm bulk CMOS
26
obtained from load pull
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Idealized Waveforms
Specifications:  f0 = 5 GHz, VDC = 2.5 V, Pout = 20 dBm
~2VDC
as in 
Class F
ZVS & ZVDS 
as in
Class E
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EF Network
)  49*> 					) 512*>>  14*)
L2C2
tuned 
at 2f0
  B∞ at	G KL3	capacitive0 at	2G KL3  0∞ at	3G KL3	inductive
65 nm bulk CMOS
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T-Type OMN
• Transforms 50 Ω into (a + jb) Ω
• Comprised of LX, C4, and C5
• C5 doubles as a DC blocking 
capacitance
• LX is replaced by L3C3
– Open circuit at 3f0
– Inductive (LX) at f0
>O  8>9 							)O 19*>O
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Inverse Class-B Driver
• VGG1 set equal to VDD1
• Negative portion of input 
signal creates non-zero 
output voltage
• Transistors sized to ignore 
inter-stage matching
• Compromise between 
sine and square waves
• IMN:  L1 and C1 double as 
DC feed and DC block
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Class E3F2 PA with B
-1 Driver
• Mixed-oxide cascode:  higher VDD and fast switching
• Load-pull performed with EF network included
L6C8 tunes out CoutNo inter-stage 
matching
EF
OMN
RC7 feedback 
for stability
31
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Simulation Results
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Class-E PA (for comparison)
• Inverse Class-B driver
• Parallel R for stability
• L-type OMN
L5C3 tuned at 2f0, 
hence capacitive at f0
OMN
• Cout absorbed into load network
• Simple load network  lower
losses due to reduced ESR
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Performance Comparison
Parameter Class E
3
F
2
Class E
PAE (%) 51 57.1
Output power (dBm) 21 21.4
Gain (dB) 26 26.4
2f0 attenuation (dBc) -47.6 -36.7
3f0 attenuation (dBc) -79.3 -37
Peak drain voltage (V) 4.9 6.6
BW-3dB (GHz) 3.17 3.1
BW40%PAE (GHz) 2.28 2.7
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Class E3F2 vs Class E
• Class E benefits
– Simpler to design
– 6.1% higher PAE
– Wider 40%-PAE bandwidth (2.7 vs 2.28 GHz)
• Class E3F2 benefits
– Lower peak drain voltage (4.9 vs 6.6 V)
– Better harmonic suppression reduced THD
35
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Class-EF Doherty Power Amplifier
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Doherty PA Architecture
• At peak power (PP), both Main and Auxiliary PAs are ON, presenting
RPA to the combiner.
• At 6-dB back-off power (BOP), the Main PA is ON, presenting 2RPA to
the combiner, whereas the Auxiliary PA is OFF, hence o/c.
• A 90° coupler is used to equate the phase delay in the two branches.
A. Barakat, M. Thian, V. Fusco, S. Bulja, and L. Guan, “Toward a more generalized Doherty power 
amplifier design for broadband operation,” IEEE T-MTT, vol. 65, 2017.
P  QR2&(
ZMAIN
ZAUX
STUV   QR at	PP2QR at	BOPTZ[  QR at	PP∞ at	BOP
no additional 
matching required !
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Class-EF Load Pull
A. Barakat, M. Thian, and V. Fusco, “A high-efficiency GaN Doherty power amplifier with 
blended Class-EF mode and load-pull technique,” IEEE T-CASII, vol. 65, 2018.
\  2 1 , cos ] 	  	 1 , = ] . 0.5 sin 2]sin] Pout = 10 W; VDC = 28 V
Load pull gives 7.4% higher PAE and 2.2 dB higher linear gain. 
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Experimental Verification
• The DPA was realized on RO4003C using Cree’s GaN transistors.
• At 2.4 GHz, the PA exhibits 81.3% DE at 45.3 dBm output power (PP)
with 3.1 dB compressed gain of 9.3 dB.
• At 4 and 6 dB BOP, DEs are 82.8% and 68%, respectively.
• Increasing VGGAUX to -9.5 V yields 79% DE at 2.6 dB compressed gain.
39
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Frequency Sweep
• At peak power, a max DE of 87.4% occurred at 2.52 GHz,
and DE > 68.5% across 2.3-2.6 GHz.
• At 6-dB BOP, a max DE of 71% occurred at 2.38 GHz, and
DE > 40% across 2.3-2.58 GHz.
40
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Summary
• Idealized operations and basic concepts of the Class
F, F-1, E, and E-1 PAs have been revisited.
• The analyses of the Third-Harmonic-Peaking Class-EF
PA with TL load network implemented in hybrid format,
and the Class-E3F2 PA with lumped-element load
network realized in IC format have been described.
• The design and implementation of a Doherty PA with
Main and Auxiliary cells operated in Class-EF mode
have been discussed.
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